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Out-Of-Home
Marketing Share Spend
Will Double!
In the past decade, billboards
and outdoor advertising have
gone through a renaissance of
sorts. While ad spending on other
traditional media continues to
decline, out-of-home (OOH)
spend continues to see
incremental growth.

Supply & Demand
OOH isn’t just for billboards
anymore. It’s how brands interact
with consumers visually when
they’re out of their house. From
billboards and media placed in
every location imaginable, to
digital kiosks and displays at gas
stations, sporting events and
coffee shops along your daily
commute, there is more OOH
inventory than ever before.
Today, the average consumer
spends more than 70% of their
time outside the home, and the
demand for OOH and digital outof-home (DOOH) continues to
accelerate, according to WARC
Data. OOH is becoming a crucial
channel for brands looking to
connect people, especially
younger consumers.
“The stage is set for a bigger OOH
boom, and I predict OOH and
digital OOH will double its share
of marketing spend by 2025,” said

Rick Robinson, Chief Strategy
Officer with Billups, a leading OOH
technology company. “Not only
is there more demand than ever
before, we’re also seeing a surge
in investment by technology and
media companies such as Alibaba,
Google, and Netflix as well as
traditional media companies — and
now even private equity entering
the category.”
The potential upside of DOOH has
barely been realized.
“Media spend on OOH and DOOH
by brands across categories
continues to increase year over
year, and I believe we are only
now at the knee of that curve,”
Robinson notes. “And it’s not just
tech and retail, but also CPG,
entertainment, transportation,
and digital-native brands like
Blue Apron, Lyft, Postmates
and Spotify.”

Preferred Format
It may seem counterintuitive, but
OOH is the preferred ad format
among Gen Z, according to a
recent global study by Kantar
Millward Brown, with higher
ratings than all other digital
media (including display, search,
desktop or mobile).

Robinson believes OOH ads have
a steadfast and evergreen quality
that appeals to most younger
consumers. In contrast to digital
and mobile, OOH also doesn’t
suffer from ad blockers or the
intense competition for consumer
attention we see online.
Case in point: more than half of
millennials actively block ads or
unsolicited marketing content.
Among Gen Z, the percentage
is even higher.
With increasing pressure for
CMOs to improve the ROI of local
campaigns, OOH is becoming a
more important part of the
media mix.

By Steve Olenski “Marketing Daily” MediaPost.com
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